BOY IN FUN PUTS HAT ON WIRE; DIES

ONLINES VOYETS PASS THROUGH BODY OF KENNY LAMIC

UPRISING IN INDIA IS GERMANY'S PLAN

Signal for Revolution Is Awaited.

MISSIONARIES TAKING PART

Large Quantities of Arms Shipped to Philippines.

WARSHIPS PATROL WATERS

Route Japanese Islands and Home Being Watched by British and Japanese—Latter to Send More Vessels to Philippine Islands.

FOES ARE DOOMED, SAYS BERNHARDI

German Comments on Present War Aspect.

NO REAL VICTORIES ARE WON

Russians Declared to Have Suffered Violent Shock.

FRENCH LOSING HEAVILY

British Offensive, Predicted for Future, Also Will Bring to Russia, Agits That Besides Were Prompted by Reasons.

FRANCE DEFENDED BY CROWD

The dashing airman who flushed the churning mass of Frenchmen to death with his words of雄壮的爱国情.